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                                      HIGH COURT FORM NO. (J) 3 

           HEADING OF JUDGMENT ON APPEAL 

                                  DISTRICT-JORHAT 

IN THE CIVIL COURT OF THE ASSISTANT SESSIONS JUDGE, Jorhat 

                                   Present: -Md. S. Islam         

                                Civil Judge, Jorhat. 

Wednesday, the 19 day of Sept/2012. 

Title Appeal No.22 of 2007. 

 

From the Judgment and decree dated 23/07/2007 passed by Shri. A. Deori      

Ld.  MunsiffNo.2, Jorhat in T.S. No.34/2007 

1.  Ram Kumar Jhawar substituted by 

(I) Smti Rukama Devi Jhawar  

W/O Late Ramkumar Jhawar, C/O Pramod Kr.Jhawar 

R.O. Digambar Chuk, Jorhat. 

(II)     Sri. Pramod Kumar Jhawar                                             

      S/O Late Ramkumar Jhawar                            

      R.O. Digambar Chuk ,Jorhat..............................Appellant. 

                                                                          V/S 

1. On the death of Manorama Das Gupta her legal representative 

(II) Sri.  Ranjit Kumar Das Gupta R.O.523 Netaji Colony           

Noapara,Baranagar Kalkata  

(III) Smti. Kalyani Roy 

(IV) Smti. Bani Das Gupta 

(V) Smti. Jita Bai Gupta 

(VI) Smti. Kasturi Sen Gupta, 

All are son and daughters of Late Bijoy Ch. Das Gupta 

C/O Ranjit Kumar Das Gupta, R.O.523 Netaji Colony 

Noapara,Baranagar, Kalkata 

2. On the death of Ila Roy (Sengupta) his legal representative 

Manoj Roy S/O late Ila Roy 

3. Smti. Geeta Majumdar W/O Sri. Tapan Kr. Majumdar 

4. Smti. Jutika Sengupta W/O late Kartik Kr. Sengupta,            

All are under the Care of Sri. Ranjit Kr. Dasgupta                              

R.O.523 Netaji Colony,  Noapara, Kalkata 700090                  

P.S. Baranagar, Dist.- North 24 Parganas. 
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5. Ranjit Kumar Das Gupta S/OLate Bijoy Ch. Dasgupta,                           

R.O. 523, Netaji Colony, Noapara, Kalkata 700090,                

P.S.Barnagar, Dist.- North 24 Parganas, West Bengal. 

6. Sri. Chitra Ranjan Das, Son of Late Parswanath Das,        

R.O- Nokari Road, Ward No.2 Jorhat,                                                      

Dist.- Jorhat, Assam..................................................Respondents 

This appeal having been heard on 29.05.12, 17.7.12 & 17.8.12 in presence 

of :-  

Shri. O. M. Mohesree Learned Advocate for the Appellant 

Shri.  R. P. Dhar Learned Advocate for the Respondent 

And having stood for consideration to this day the court delivered the 

following Judgment. 

           JUDGMENT 

1. This appeal is directed against the judgment and decree passed by Sri. A. 

Deori Learned Munsiff No.2 Jorhat in T.S. Case No.34/2007 on 23.07.2007 

dismissing the suit of the plaintiff with costs. 

2. Being aggrieved by the impugned judgment and decree the Plaintiff 

Ramkumar Jhawar as appellant has approached this court by way of this 

first civil appeal and assailed the same on amongst the grounds as 

mentioned in the Memo of Appeal. 

3. The suit of the plaintiff is for declaration of having his right to the passage 

in tangential manner from Nokari Road in the east over the vacant space to 

the tenanted premises in occupation of the plaintiff shown in the sketch 

map annexed with the plaint along with right to have  the existing electric , 

telephone, water supply line in its site for enjoyment of the respective 

facilities through them and permanent injunction etc.  

4. The factual matrix of the plaintiff’s case is that the plaintiff came into 

occupation of three western rooms of the house of defendant No.1 

Monorama Das Gupta (since deceased) a married daughter of late Binod 

Behari Sengupta situated at Digambarchuk,Jorhat, as tenant by entering 

into an agreement on 13.3.1978  for payment of monthly rent at the rate of 

Rs.125/ per month inclusive of electric charges.  The agreement for tenancy 

was for a period of 11 months with the provision of renewal of the same for 

further period subject to mutual agreement of the parties.  In terms of the 

tenancy the plaintiff was allowed to make necessary repairing to the three 

rooms at a cost not exceeding rupees 1000/to be adjustable from the 

monthly rent.  The plaintiff was father authorised to construct a small Tin 

Shed near the Veranda of 1st room out of said three rooms for keeping fire 

wood and other things besides allowed to construct a bathroom to the 

southern side of the three let out rooms.  The tenancy commenced from 1st 
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April/1978 though the possession of the rooms was delivered to the 

plaintiff on 13.3.1978 to enable him to do the repairing works by raising 

construction as aforesaid.   Accordingly  the Plaintiff  done the repairing of 

the tenanted premises by raising construction as per terms of agreement 

and started to  occupy the same as tenant under the defendant No.1 and 

has been residing there with his family members.  Thereafter on expiry of 

initial period of the tenancy the plaintiff continued to occupy the tenanted 

premises under the terms of subsequent agreement dated 28.2.1979  then 

on 7.9.79 Kartik Kumar Sengupta son of Binod Behari Sengupta extended 

the tenancy period for one year from 1.9.79 to 31.8.80  with the terms and 

condition to pay monthly rent at the rate of Rs.175/ per month inclusive of 

electric charges by giving  a writing.  The enhancement of rent was made 

due to the fact of  plaintiff was allowed to occupy some vacant  portion  of 

land situated to the southern side of his tenanted premises and also to 

raise construction of one room, one bathroom, and one sanitary latrine.  By 

this way the plaintiff came to occupy about 40’ X 40’ space with 

construction’s thereon as a tenant under Kartik  Kumar Sengupta Son of 

Late Binod Behari Sengupta and since then he has been occupying and 

enjoying the tenanted premises and the open space by making regular 

payment of monthly rents as tenant under the defendant No. 1 to 4 who 

are daughters late Binod Behari Sengupta  and defendant No.5 being the 

wife of late Kartik Kr. Sengupta. It is stated that the defendant No. 1 to 5 

are presently residing at Calcutta and have been used to receive the 

monthly rent through their attorney Defendant No.6.  The defendants No. 

1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 have acknowledged the receipt of rents through Defendant 

No.6 up to 31.3.98 @ Rs.175/ per month on 22.9.2000  after deduction of 

the amount of advance payment made to late Kartik Kr. Sengupta.  

Thereafter rent from 1.4.98 agreed to enhance @ Rs.200/ per month till 

30.9.2000 and the plaintiff had sent the same amounting to rupees 6000/ 

by draft on 26.9.2000 to the Defendant No.6 were as per his instructions. It 

is further the case of the plaintiff that the defendant No.7 is also one of the 

tenant under the defendant No. 1 to 5 in respect to the premises lying in 

between Nakari Road on the south and east, Toklai on the west and vacant 

space of 40 ft width of the defendant No. 1 to 5 and then the tenanted 

premises of the plaintiff and owners resident on the north. The defendant 

No.7 has his Ice Factory and his residence thereon. There is a vacant space 

of 40ft width and 100ft in length from Nokari Road in the east up to Toklai 

in the west lying in between the area under occupation of the defendant 

No.7 and the premises under occupation of the plaintiff in the western side 

and the landlord residence in the eastern side as shown in the sketch map.  

In this way the plaintiff while the plaintiff is a tenant under the Defendant 

No.1 to 5 in respect of their rooms under his occupation he was allowed to 

use the passage from Nokari Road in the east to the let out premises of are 

the said vacant land lying in between the let out premises to the plaintiff 
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and the Defendant No.7 since the inception of tenancy through which the 

connection electric power supply, water supply, telephone were made to 

the premises under occupation of the plaintiff and he has been enjoying 

such facility from the beginning of the tenancy without any interruption . 

But on 23.9.2000 the defendant No.7 without having any authority put 

obstruction on the entrance passage of the plaintiff by raising some 

bamboo posts at the entry point from Nakari Road in the east to the 

plaintiff premises and is planning to put fencing on the Nakari Road side in 

such manner so as to block the entry passage completely from Nakari Road 

in the east of the plaintiff premises which likely to obstruct the free ingress 

and egress of the plaintiff from his tenanted premises and also enjoyment 

of the facilities connected to the premises under his occupation. Hence, he 

filed the suit for declaration of his right of user passage over the space in 

between his tenanted premises and the tenanted premises under 

occupation of defendant No.7 and further declaration of his right of 

enjoyment of the existing facilities of electric power supply, water supply 

and telephone connection through the vacant space and for permanent 

injunction.    

5. The defendants contested the suit by filing their written statement in two 

sets. The defendant No.1 to 6 by filing their written statement jointly 

through the constituent attorney Defendant No.6 contended inter-alia that 

though the plaintiff was tenant under the defendant No.1 to 5 in respected 

of the premises under his occupation but he defaulted in payment of 

monthly rent from the month of April/1998. Further the plaintiff violated 

the terms of the lease of tenancy by making illegal construction on the 

rented premises. The answering defendants denied the fact of the plaintiff 

was ever allowed to utilise the southern part of the open space as passage 

entry towards Nakari Road from his tenanted premises. It is contended by 

the answering defendant No.1 to 5 that the open space along with the 

premises let out to the defendant No.7 had already been sold in favour of 

the defendant No.7 and his wife vide registered sale deeds, therefore the 

defendant No.7 and his wife become the absolute owner of the said land 

and premises acquiring their right title interest since the date of purchase. 

The plaintiff and other tenants were allowed to use the northern side of the 

land as their passage of ingress and egress towards Nokari Road. 

6. Resisting the claim of the plaintiff the defendant No.7 by filing written 

statement contended that the suit is bad for non joinder of his wife as 

necessary party since she is one of the bonafide purchaser of the suit land 

described in schedule of the plaint. He denied the existence of any passage 

entry over the southern side of the suit lands of the defendant No.1 to 5. 

He further contended that the plaintiff all along has been using the 

northern side of the owners land for his passage entry from the premises 

under his possession towards Nakari Road. It is contended by the 

defendant No.7 that he and his wife being the bonafide purchaser of the 
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suit land have every right to put any structure over the same. All the 

contesting defendants ultimately pray for dismissal of the suit on the 

ground that the plaintiff has no cause of action for suit.  

7. Based on the rival  pleadings of the respective parties be learned trial court 

framed as many as 7 issues for determination as follows:- 

I) Whether there is any cause of action for the suit?  

II) Whether the suit is maintainable in law? 

III) Whether the suit is bad for nonjoinder of necessary parties?  

IV) Whether the right of passage as claimed by the plaintiff is a right 

easement? 

V) Whether the claim for the right of passage against the 

defendant’s is tenable in law?  

VI) Whether the plaintiff is entitled to any of the reliefs as prayed 

for in the suit?  

VII) To what relief/reliefs the parties are entitled? 

8. At the trial the plaintiff examined as many as 3 No’s witnesses and 

exhibited five numbers of document i.e. Ext. 1 to Ext.5 in support of his 

claim, whereas the defendant No 7 examined himself as witness  and 

exhibited three numbers of documents i.e. Ext.” Ka” to Ext “Ga” to prove 

her stand. On the other hand and defender No.1 to 6 refrained from 

adducing any witness or producing any documentary evidence to 

substantiate their plea.  

9. Having heard the argument advanced by the learned counsels for the 

respective parties as well as upon close consideration of the material 

evidence on record, the trial court answered the vital issue No.5, 3 and 2 in 

the negative and based upon the discussion and decision of those three 

issues dismissed the suit with the observation that the plaintiff is not 

entitled to any relief. 

10. Being aggrieved with the judgment and decree so passed by the learned 

trial court, the plaintiff as appellant preferred this appeal on amongst the 

grounds set forth in the memo of appeal. 

11. NOW POINTS FOR DETERMINATION falls in the present appeal is:- 

I) Whether the learned trial court passed the impugned judgment and 

decree erroneously, without appreciating that material evidence on 

record and are not sustainable in law? 

12.                    DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:- 

         I have heard the argument put forward by the learned counsels by 

presenting the respective parties and carefully scrutinised the material 

evidence on record of the learned trial court in its entirety along with the 

impugned judgment and decree as well as the memo of appeal. 

13.  Before proceed to delve with the marital aspect of the appeal what has 

been emerged at the beginning is that the decisions rendered by the 

learned trial court in issue No.4 & 5 have been mainly assailed in the memo 

of appeal as well as in course of argument advanced by the learned 
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advocate for the appellant. So it would be apposite to discuss the issue 

No.4 and 5 here under. 

14. ISSUE NO.4 and ISSUE NO.5:- These two issues are taken together for 

having convenience of discussion as both the issues are connected to each 

other. These issues are contingent to the question as to whether the right 

of passage as claimed by the plaintiff is a right easement and whether the 

claim for the right of passage against the defendant’s is tenable in law?  

15.   The learned trial Court after perusal of the party pleadings and having 

close consideration of evidence on record answered issue No.4 in the 

affirmative holding the view that the pleadings of the plaintiff and the 

evidences adduced in support to have established the right to use passage 

and other facilities claimed by the plaintiff in the suit is a right of easement 

but replied the issue No.5 in the negative. Agitating the decisions rendered 

by the learned trial court in issue No. 4 and issue No.5, the learned 

advocate representing the appellant submitted that the decisions arrived at 

by the learned trial court on issue No.4 and issue No.5 are not supported by 

the pleading and the evidence on record and the learned trial court 

misconstrued the provisions of law while dealing with the issues. He argued 

that the appellant did not claim any easement right over the passage from 

Nakari Road to his residential premises in a tangential manner but he 

claimed right over the suit land as essential right as tenant. He pointed out 

that a tenant has no right to claim easement right against the co tenant as 

per provision law. According to him the appellant/ plaintiff was a tenant 

under the respondents No.1 to 4 and another late leela Das Gupta who 

died during the pendency of the suit without leaving any heir.  He put 

forward his logic to the extent that the plaintiff was allowed to use the 

passage over the suit land by the defendant No.1 to 4 and defendant No.5 

Leela Das Gupta (since deceased) for ingress into and egress from the 

tenanted premises towards Nakari Road since the inception of tenancy and 

he was enjoyed the same as tenant and as such question of allowing the 

plaintiff to use of said Passage by the respondents No.1to4 and 6 as 

easement right could arise. Therefore, the finding of the learned trial Court 

in issue No.4 is incorrect and not based on the evidence on record. In 

support of his submission the Learned Advocate placed reliance in case law 

of Smti. Pravabati Roy and another V. Dwijendra Lal Sengupta & Another 

reported in AIR 1987 Calcutta 97 where it was held that Easement by way 

of express or implied grant of passage in existence at back of premises 

and portion of this passage appertaining to premises belonging to 

defendants and plaintiff using the said passage when they occupied the 

premises as tenant before their purchase of premises. After their 

purchase, plaintiffs using said passage for use of sweepers and also for 

cleaning two bathrooms and privacy of premises and there exists no other 

access to bathroom except through the said passage, the property 

together with passage conveyed to plaintiff in deed of conveyance, the 
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plaintiffs are entitled to get decree for right of user of said passage on 

score of easement by way of express and implied grant, if not on score of 

easement of necessity. I have respectfully concur with the decision cited 

above but after matching the fact of the above referred case with the fact 

and circumstances of the case in my hand I find the decision cited above 

has no application in the instant case. The second submission put forward 

by learned advocate for the appellant is that the decision on issue No.5 is 

also not correct in law and on facts on the ground that the appellant at the 

time of institution of the suit had no knowledge about the purchase of land 

by the respondent No.6/defendant No.7 and his wife. Nowhere in the 

pleadings and in the evidence it has been stated  that the appellant/plaintiff 

was informed about the purchase of land by the respondent No.6 and his 

wife, either the respondent No. 1to4 and late Leela Das Gupta or 

respondent No. 6/ defendant No.7 Chittaranjan Das  to attorn the tenancy 

under Respondent No.6 . So the decision in issue No.5 is based on wrong 

appreciation of the evidence and is not sustainable in law. The third 

submission advanced by the Learned Advocate is that the appellant/ 

plaintiff being a person of 85 years of age suffering from respiratory 

problems since long and due to misconception made statement in response 

to a question in cross examination in the proceedings of injunction to the 

effect of having alternative passage entry to his tenanted premises from 

Nakari Road but subsequently the same was rectified in course of 

deposition in the main suit. So the same cannot be the basis of decision. 

Infect there exists no alternative passage on the  northern  sides of the 

owners abandoned residence, as would be very much evident from the 

examination of respondent No.6 and also the evidence of the appellant 

witness. 

16.  Refuting the above argument the learned Counsel for the Respondent 

supporting the finding of the learned trial court submitted that the claim of 

right to use passage and other facilities over the suit land by the plaintiff 

which was beyond the terms of the lease agreement is in clear terms is an 

easement. According to him the defendant No.1 to 5 is the dominant and 

the plaintiff  is the servient owner of the same claiming right of user over 

the suit land is out and out is an easement though he being a tenant has no 

right to claim easement against the dominant owner of the suit land. The 

learned Counsel pointed to the provision  of section 25 and 26 of 

limitation act. Section 25 of limitation Act prescribed that where the access 

and use of light or air to and for any building have been peaceably enjoyed 

therewith is an easement, and as of right without interruption and for 20 

years, and where any way or watercourse or the use of any water or any  

other easement whether affirmative or negative has been peaceably and of 

the only enjoyed by any person claiming title thereto as an easement and 

as of right without interruption and for twenty years, the right to such 

access and use of light or air, way, watercourse, use of water or other 
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easement shall be absolute and indefeasible. Section 26 of the limitation 

Act provides that where the access and use of light or air to and for any 

building had been peaceably enjoyed therewith as an easement, and as of 

right, without interruption, and for twenty years, and where any the way or 

watercourse or the use of any water, or any other easement whether 

affirmative or negative has been peaceably and openly the enjoyed by any 

person claiming title thereto as an easement and as of right without 

interruption and for twenty years, the right to such access and use of light 

or air, way, watercourse, use of water, for a the easement shall be absolute 

and indefeasible.  

17.   Keeping in note of the above submission let me to examine the case 

record of the learned trial court. The plaintiff by filing the suit claimed 

against all the defendants for right to use the passage in tangential manner 

from Nokari Road in east over the vacant space to the tenanted premises in 

occupation of the plaintiff as shown in the sketch map along with the right 

to have existing electric line, telephone line and watercourse connection at 

its existing site for the enjoyment of the respective facilities through them 

and/or for maintenance and repairs thereof. The claim of the plaintiff 

confined with the passage from Nokari Road in the east in tangential 

manner over the vacant land pertaining to Dag No.1597 of P.P. No.260 

under block No.6 of Jorhat town to the tenanted premises of the plaintiff as 

shown in the sketch map along with the electrical line, telephone line and 

water pipeline at the existing sites over the vacant space as cited in the 

sketch map described in schedule of the plaint. Admittedly the plaintiff is 

neither the owner of the vacant space of land cited in the sketch map nor 

the same was let out to him by the landlord. It is also the admitted fact the 

open space of land through which the plaintiff claimed to enjoy his right to 

use passage and watercourse, electricity, telephone was originally belonged 

to defendant No.1 to 5 which they have subsequently conveyed to 

defendant No.7. The plaintiff stated that he came into occupation of three 

western room of the house of defendant No.1 situated at Digambarchuk of 

Jorhat on 13.3.1978 as a lessee agreeing to pay monthly rent at the rate of 

Rs.125/ per month for period of 11 months by executing written lease 

agreement dated 13.3.1978 with the defendant No. 1 marked Ext.1, but 

subsequently continued to occupy the said premises as lessee under 

defendant No. 1 to 5. It is also the admitted position that defendant No.7 is 

also one of the lessee under the lessor in respect of the premises under his 

occupation lying in between Nokari Road on the south and east, Toklai on 

the west and vacant space of 40 ft width of the defendant No.1 to 5 and 

then the premises in occupation of the plaintiff and owners residence in the 

north having his ice factory and his residence there. It is stated that a 

vacant space of measuring 40 ft. width and over 100 ft in length from 

Nakari Road in the east up to Toklai in the west is lying in between the area 

of premises under occupation of the defendant No.7 as tenant and the 
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premises in occupation of the plaintiff in the western side and then owners 

residence in the eastern side. There is no dispute between the contesting 

parties that after expiry of initial period of lease on 28.2.79 the plaintiff 

continued in occupation of the leased out premises as tenant under the 

defendant No.1   The plaintiff in  his plaint as well as in his evidence on 

affidavit stated  that after the expiry of the initial lease period on 28.2.79 

the lease in respect of the premises under his occupation has been 

renewed for another period of one year from 1.9.79 to 31.8.80 under a 

writing  given by Late Kartik Kumar Sengupta son of late Binod Behari 

Sengupta  on 1.9.79  with enhancement of monthly rent from Rs.125/ to Rs. 

175/ per month and since then he has been in continuous occupation of 

the premises as tenant under defendant No.1 to 5 who are daughters of 

Late Binod Behari Sengupta and wife of Kartik Kumar Sengupta by making 

payment of rents regularly for the tenanted premises. According to the 

plaintiff he was allowed to occupy some vacant portion of land situated to 

the southern side of the premises leased out to him in terms of the 

enhancement of rent under the writing dated 1.9.79 given by Kartik Kumar 

Sengupta.  The plaintiff’s further claim is that he was allowed to use the 

passage from Nokari Road in the east in tangential manner to his let out 

premises over the vacant land lying in between the let out premises to him 

and the defendant No.7 with the existing facilities of electric supply, 

telephone connection supply of water to the premises under occupation of 

him through the said vacant space of land since the inception of the 

tenancy. He in his pleading as well in his evidence on affidavit explained 

that earlier he was allowed to take watercourse from Municipality water 

connection installed in the let out premises to the defendant No.7 but 

finding the supply of water not adequate, he took separate water 

connection to his premises at his own cost. The water supply pipe 

connection to his premises was laid to the south of premises under his 

occupation. It is also stated that the plaintiff has been enjoying the facilities 

of electric power supply, telephone and watercourse connection to his 

premises since inception of tenancy through the vacant space of land lying 

in between the tenanted premises under his occupation and the rented 

premises of defendant No.7.  

18. The defendant 1 to 6 on the other hand denied the claim of the plaintiff of 

allowing him to use passage and other facilities through the vacant space of 

land since the inception of the tenancy in respect of the premises under his 

occupation stating that the plaintiff cannot not go beyond the terms and 

condition stipulated in the lease agreement and any alteration made 

beyond the terms of lease agreement are illegal and unauthorised, he 

cannot derived any benefit out of such illegal act done by him. The 

defendant No.1 to 6 in their written statement contended that the vacant 

space of land has always been in the possession of the defendant 

No.7/respondent No.6 so the plaintiff/appellant cannot claim acquisition of 
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any easement against the defendant No.7 till he has been a tenant under 

the defendant No.1 to 5. The defendant No.7 contended that the vacant 

portion of land lying in between the leased premises in occupation of the 

plaintiff and the premises under his occupation had never been included in 

the premises leased out to the plaintiff and the plaintiff never occupied the 

same. He contended that the vacant portion of land lying in between the 

tenanted premises of him and the tenanted premises of the plaintiff had 

been included in the premises let out to him and he along with his wife has 

been in continuous occupation of the same as tenant till purchase of the 

same and after purchase they continued to occupy the said vacant portion 

of land as their own. The provision for telephone connection watercourse 

and electric supply connection has been made very recently to the 

tenanted premises of the plaintiff with the due permission of defendant 

No.7. The use of passage by the plaintiff was also permissive of defendant 

No.7 for the limited purpose only through his entry gate then in existence, 

so the plaintiff cannot claim any right over the same. 

19.  So it becomes necessary to see whether the plaintiff was allowed by the 

defendant No.1 to 5 to use the alleged passage and other facilities over the 

vacant space either from the inception of the tenancy under the leased 

deed dated 13.3.1978 or from the date of renewal of the tenancy under the 

so called writing allegedly given by  Kartik Kumar Sengupta on 7.9.89. To 

find out the answer to the above queries let me to examine the lease 

agreement dated 13.3.78 marked Ext.1 and the so called writing allegedly 

given by Kartik Kumar Sengupta dated 1.9.79 marked Ext.2 hereunder.   Ext. 

1 the deed of lease agreement reveals that on 13.3.1978 an unregistered 

deed of lease agreement was executed in between lessor Mrs. Lila Das 

Gupta (herein after called as defendant No.1) wife of Suren Das Gupta and 

lessee Ramkumar Jhwar (herein after called as the plaintiff) to lease out 

three rooms of her house situated at Digambarchuk of Jorhat with a service 

latrine to lessee (the Plaintiff) for payment of monthly rent at the rate of 

Rs.125/.  It was agreed by the lessor and lessee that the lease for a period 

of 11 month commencing from 1.4.1978 to 28.2.79 with the provision of 

renewal for further period as may be agreed upon between the lessor and 

the lessee.  By the said lease agreement the lessor allowed the lessee to 

make all necessary repairing to the leased out rooms at a cost not 

exceeding Rs.1000/with the condition that lessee shall deduct the cost of 

repairing from the monthly rent at the rate of Rs.75/ per month for 

recovery of the repairing cost without charging any interest till final 

adjustment of the cost of repairing.  It was further agreed that the lessee 

shall pay the monthly rent by the 10th day of next months and also 

stipulated that the lessee may construct a small tin shed near the veranda 

of the last leased out three rooms for keeping firewood and other things at 

his own expenses and after expiry of the lease period the lessee will be 

entitled to take out C.I. Sheets from the shed without causing any damage 
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to the house.  The lessee was also allowed to construct a bathroom to the 

southern side of the three let out rooms for his use on condition of taking 

away the same by the lessee at the time of the vacation of the leased out 

premises.  Under terms of column No.5 of Ext. 1 lease agreement the lessee 

was further allowed to use existing electric facility of five lights and two 

fans in three leased out rooms on the charges include in monthly rents. But 

there was no provision in the lease agreement allowing the lessee(plaintiff)  

to use passage from Nakari Road in the east to the leased out premises 

over the vacant land lying between the leased out premises to the plaintiff 

and the defendant Chittaranjan Das. Ext.2 the so called writing allegedly 

given manifestly shows that the lessee (Plaintiff) himself by giving the 

writing on 1.9.79 took rent of four asbestos roofing pucca rooms with 

existing provisions of four electric light point of 60 watt bulb, one point for 

fan and pucca bathroom, privacy, for payment of monthly rent at the rate 

of Rs.175/per month only for the purpose of dwelling, from Kartik Kumar 

Sengupta. The said writing was given by the lessee on 1.9.79 for one year 

with effect from September 1979 to August/1980. Ext. 2 the so called 

writing does not speaks of having of any provision authorising the plaintiff 

to use passage entry from his tenanted premises towards Nokari Road and 

installation of electrical, telephone and watercourse connection over the 

vacant space to his tenanted premises.   

20. Thus from the Ext. 1 and Ext.2 it is transpired that neither the original lease 

agreement nor the so called writing of renewal of the lease contains any 

provision for allowing the plaintiff to use the passage along with essential 

facilities over the vacant space of land. On the other hand the defendant 

No.7 claimed that provision of using passage and other facilities over the 

vacant portion of land had been made to the tenanted premises of the 

plaintiff very recently with his permission for the limited purpose. The 

above fact got support from the plaint and the evidence of plaintiff where 

he in clear terms admitted that that earlier he was allowed to take water 

from Municipality water connection installed in the let out premises to the 

defendant No.7 but finding the supply of water not adequate, he took 

separate water connection to his premises at his own cost. The water 

supply pipe connection to his premises was laid to the south of the 

premises under his occupation. The provision of Section 6 of the Assam 

Urban Areas Rent Control Act, prescribed a landlord is duty bound to 

maintain the existing essential supplies and services such as sanitary 

arrangements, water supply, supply of electricity or drainage services. Such 

maintenance of essential supplies are not meant to be governed by any 

contract or custom.  On plain reading of the above provision it appears the 

duty of the lessor is to maintain the existing essential supplies and services 

in the leased out premises. As per the lease agreement dated 13.3.78 and 

the writing dated 1.9.79, the defendant allowed to use the existing facilities 

of electricity, water supply telephone facility sanitary arrangement in the 
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leased out premises. But the lease agreement as well as the subsequent 

writing did not authorise the plaintiff to use passage entry along with other 

essential facilities through the vacant space of land lying in between the 

tenanted premises under the occupation of plaintiff and in possession of 

the defendant No.7. The plaintiff in his pleadings as well as in his evidence 

and by the writing marked Ext.2 admitted in clear terms that he has been 

using the exiting essentials of electricity, sanitary arrangement water 

supply and others as per terms of the lease agreement. Since there is no 

existing provision in the lease agreement for allowing the plaintiff to use 

passage for egress and ingress from Nakari Road to his tenanted premises 

and installation of the essentials over the vacant space, hence he cannot 

claim right to use of passage entry and other facilities through the vacant 

space of land as essential supply and service to his tenanted premises. The 

plaintiff on the other hand admitted in his cross examination that he 

neither paid any rent for the use of the vacant land as passage of ingress 

and egress to his premises from Nakari Road nor there was any stipulation 

in the lease agreement authorising the lessee to use the vacant land as 

passage of ingress and egress to the lease out premises from Nokari Road. 

The witnesses of the plaintiff in their cross examination clearly disclosed 

that there is alternative passage entry for ingress and egress of the tenants  

including the plaintiff under the same owner defendant No.1 to 5, towards 

Nakari road and all the tenants have been using the same as their passage 

entry to their respective tenanted premises.  Apart from the above section 

12 of the easements Act provides that “An easement may acquire by the 

owner of the immovable property for the beneficial enjoyment of which 

the right is created or on his behalf, any person in possession of the same. 

One of two or more co-owners of immovable property may, as such, with 

or without the consent of the other or others, acquire an easement for the 

beneficial enjoyment of such property. No lessee of immovable property 

can acquire for the beneficial enjoyment of other immovable property of 

his own an easement in or over the property comprised in his lease. Here 

in the instant case the plaintiff being the lessee under the defendant No.1 

to 5 is claiming user right for the beneficial enjoyment over the vacant 

space of land belonging to the defendant No.1 to 5 lying in between the 

premises under his occupation and the premises occupied by the defendant 

No.7 which is other immovable property not included in the premises let 

out to him. So the plaintiff as per the above provision of easement act 

cannot acquire either easement right or the right to use passage and other 

essential service through the vacant space of land subsequently sold to the 

defendant No. 7. Therefore, the plaintiff’ claim of right to use passage over 

the suit land against the defendants is not tenable in law. 

21. Moreover the so called sketch map annexed with the plaint upon which 

the plaintiff relies found to be of handmade one without having 

authentication of the same. The defendants challenged the authenticity of 
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the sketch map. Upon perusal of the sketch map it is seen that the same 

was neither prepared by the authenticated person nor approved by 

competent authority concerned. The plaintiff in course of his cross 

examination admitted in clear terms that he  prepared the sketch map 

mark exhibit 3 by engaging a person from his side and the same was not 

prepared by any Govt authorised person. The sketch map further reveals 

that the same failed to give proper description of the subject matter of the 

suit. Even the plaintiff failed to prove the sketch map by examining the 

maker of the same. As per Rule 3 of Order VII C.P.C where the subject 

matter of the suit is immovable property, the plaint shall contain a 

description of the property sufficient to identify it, in case such property 

can be identified by boundaries or numbers in a record of settlement or 

survey, the paint shall specify such boundaries or numbers.  But on plain 

reading of the plaint it is seen that the description of the schedule has been 

given only to the extent of passage from Nokari Road in the east in 

tangential manner over the vacant land to the tenanted premises of the 

plaintiff and the electric line, telephone line and water pipeline at the 

existing sites over the aforesaid vacant space as shown in the sketch map.  

The said vacant space and the plaintiffs tenanted premises are situated on 

a part of the land covered by Dag No 1597 of P.P. No 260 under block No. 6 

of Jorhat Town but the plaint failed to describe the detail description of the 

subject matter of the suit. The description of the vacant space and the 

passage claimed over the same as to measurement of area length, breadth 

of the same as well as the boundary has not been specifically described in 

the schedule for sufficient identification of the same. It is also apparent 

from Ext.Ka and Kha that the owner of the so called vacant space of land 

had already sold the same to the defendant No.7 and his wife by executing 

registered sale deed before institution of the suit. Even the defendant No.1 

to 6 in their written statement disclosed that the so called vacant space of 

land lying between the tenanted premises of the plaintiff and defendant 

No.7 was included in the tenanted premises under occupation of defendant 

No.7 and the same has been subsequently sold to defendant No.7 and his 

wife. Further upon perusal of the impugned judgment and decree passed 

by the learned trial court it is seen that the learned trial court after 

exhaustive discussion of the party pleadings and the evidence on record as 

well as the Ext. ’Ka’ and’ Kha’ the sale deed by which the defendant No.7 

and his wife purchased the vacant space of land lying in between the 

tenanted premises of the plaintiff and the premises under occupation of 

the defendant No. 7 and his wife from the rightful owner defendant No.1 to 

5 rightly observed that a tenant is always a tenant and he cannot claim his 

right and enjoyment beyond the terms of the agreement at his own whims.     

22.  In the light of my forgoing discussion I am inclined to hold that the right 

claimed by the plaintiff in the present suit is neither a right of user of the 

essential facilities nor an easement right. Therefore the finding of the trial 
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Court in issue No.4 is not sustainable but the finding of the learned trial 

court in respect of issue No. 5 that the claim for right to use of passage over 

the suit land against the defendants is not tenable in law is sustained and 

the same warrants no interference. 

23.  AS REGARDS THE ISSUE NO.I, 2,3, 6 AND 7:-  These five No’s are relates to 

the question as to whether there is any cause of action for the suit; 

whether the suit is maintainable in law; whether the suit is bad for 

nonjoinder of necessary parties; whether the plaintiff is entitled to any 

reliefs prayed for in the suit; to what relief/reliefs the parties are entitled? 

The Ld. Trial court after exhaustive discussion of the pleadings as well as 

the evidence on record, arrived at a decision that the suit is not bad for non 

joinder of necessary party for want of impleading the wife of defendant 

No.7 and answered the Issue No3 in the negative. The Ld. Trial court after 

considering the party pleadings and the evidence as well as relying upon 

the decision rendered in Issue No.5  arrived at the decision that the suit of 

the plaintiff is not maintainable. The Ld. Trial court relying upon the 

decision in Issue No.2,4 and 5 decided the Issue No.6 & 7 in the negative 

holding his view that the plaintiff is not entitled to get any relief as prayed 

for. Upon perusal of the impugned Judgment and the material evidence on 

record as well as keeping in view of my discussion and decision in Issue 

No.4 & 5 , I find no hesitation to accord my concurrence with the finding of 

the Ld. Lower court in respect of Issue No.2,3 ,6 & 7. Though the Ld. Trial 

court left Issue No.1 undecided ,but in view of  my discussion and decision 

made in Issue Nos. 4 & 5, as it is observed that  the claim of the 

plaintiff/appellant to use the passage along with enjoyment of other 

essentials  over the suit land against the defendants,  is not tenable in law 

and he has not acquired either right of use or easement over the same 

hence, in my opinion the plaintiff has no cause of action for the suit as well 

as the suit of the plaintiff is not maintainable and the plaintiff is not entitled 

to any relief as claimed. Therefore, the decision rendered by the Ld.Trial 

court in Issue Nos.2,3,6 & 7, is hereby upheld.  

24. Situated thus, the appeal is devoid of merit and the same is liable to be 

dismissed with costs. Accordingly, the appeal is dismissed on contest with 

costs. 

25. Send back the L.C.R along with a copy of Judgment to the Ld.Lower court 

with immediate effect. 

26. Given under my hand and seal of this court on this 19th September,2012. 

Dictated & corrected by me:- 

(Sri S.Islam) 

Civil Judge,Jorhat.     CIVIL JUDGE:: JORHAT 

Transcribed & typed by- 
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